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WELCOME TO THE DEFIANT SPIRIT 

The Enneagram Through The
Lens of Money, Finance &

Investing

WEALTH 360 utilizes the Defy
Your Number Enneagram
System, adapting it for financial
institutions, professionals and
individuals to understand and
implement these principles to
better manage their money. 

Supplemental sections and
additional content are clearly
delineated throughout the
program.

WEALTH 360Personality comes from the word persona, the Greek word
for "mask." It is what we have learned to wear as a defense
mechanism, a way to survive. A personality is not who you
are but a version of you, or what we might think of as the
"false" you. It is not bad or wrong, but a survival strategy
and a way to make sense of a chaotic, difficult, and painful
world. It's where we have learned to go in reaction when
we are on autopilot, unconscious, or living in fear. 

However, we don't have to live in reaction, in fear, as
powerless victims of our circumstances. We can discover
within us what my mentor, Dr. Viktor Frankl called the
"defiant power of the human spirit."  And with that, we can
choose.
.

Hello,

I’m Baruch HaLevi, creator of The Defiant Spirit and the Defy Your Number Enneagram System.

The Enneagram [pronounced any-uh-gram] is often described as a personality-typing system built
around nine fundamental numbers, energies, or what we might call personalities.

But what is a personality? 

To learn more about the Enneagram, Dr. Viktor Frankl, the Defiant Spirit, or Dr. Baruch HaLevi,
please visit: www.DefiantSpirit.org

STOP REACTING. START RESPONDING. 
IT'S YOUR CHOICE.

As Dr. Frankl taught:

“Between stimulus and response, there is a space. In that space lies our freedom and our power to
choose our response. In our response lies our growth and our happiness.”

The Enneagram provides us with that space between stimulus and response, showing us how to
stop reacting to our circumstances, take back our power, and choose our response.  

That is what The Defiant Spirit is all about and what the Defy Your Number Enneagram System will
empower you to do - to choose to defy your number, awaken your spirit, and respond to your life!

Dr. Baruch HaLevi
Baruch@mysoulcentered.org
www.DefiantSpirit.org
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The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#4Tier 2: The Average Investor

Above Average Earners
High Savings
Financially Responsible
Financially Conservative
Honest & Compliant
Not As Financially Motivated As Tier 1
Anxious & Cautious Around Volatility
Conflicted Around Money & Morality

The Principled Investor is ranked #4 overall
in the WEALTH 360 financial rankings. Here
are some defining factors contributing to
their placement:

2nd Highest 
Saver

Most Fiscally
Responsible

Most Likely
To Be CCO

Most
Disciplined 

Investor

Second Most
Charitable

Type

The Blue Chip Investor

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 
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The Reformer is the Blue Chip Investor, conservative in nature, wanting to be responsible
providers and good stewards - all reflected in their finances. They are driven by their need
to perfect the world, but above all they want to make and spend their money in a way that
reflects their ideals and values. They are the most compliant and detail oriented of any
time, tend to minimize risk, and maximize certainty so make sure this is reflected in their
financial portfolio, resulting in what will be termed, The Blue Chip Investor.

The Blue Chip Investor
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Conservative
Consistent
Responsible
Diligent

DIS
CIP

LIN
E Ones tend to be disciplined in

their live and will expect their
finances, and financial advisor,
to be equally disciplined.

CHARA
CTE

R One's believe money can be
corrupt or lead to corruption
and will stand guard against this
or any outward perception. 

RE
SP

ONSI
BI

LIT
Y

Conservative by nature, 1's
simply want to be responsible
and have enough to pay their
way or take care of others. ualit

CER
TA

IN
TY One's want investments they 

 can wrap their head around and
will probably steer clear of
speculative ventures.

HARD
W

ORK Money must be worked for, and
passive income is a foreign
concept as it seems unearned,
therefore, undeserved. 

Money means...

Ross Perot
An American
business magnate
and former politician,
founder of Electronic
Data Systems, and
multi-billionaire.

J.P. MorganAn American
financier who
dominated
corporate finance
and industrial
consolidation in the
U.S. in the late 19th
century.
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Sam Walton Founder of Walmart and
Sam's Club, at the time,
the world’s largest
corporation by revenue
and biggest private
employer in the world.

J.D. Rockefeller
ohn Davison Rockefeller 
 was an American oil
industry business magnate
and philanthropist. He is
widely considered the
wealthiest American of all
time, and the richest
person in modern history.

Elon Musk
The richest man in the world
is driven by a deep set of
principles that has caused
him to pursue projects
others never would.

FINANCIAL OVERVIEW

SE
CUR

IT
Y Money is a means to living a

more secure, ordered and
predictable lives and the ability
to provide this to others.



Financial Motivation
"Those who have a 'why' to live, can bear with almost any 'how'. "

 
-Dr. Viktor Frankl

 

Why Blue Chip Investors
REACT

The Blue Chip Investor is the most
perfectionistic type, reacting when they feel they,
or others, are not responsible with their finances
or managing them perfectly. They are extremely
triggered under stress, amidst turbulence or
chaos, or if they sense anything unethical is
going on. In reaction, 1's retreat into worry,
obsession over trivial details, and experience
money as a burden, or worse yet, a source of
impurity in their lives and their values.

The Blue Chip Investor is the most responsible
and ethical investor. They are hard workers and
as a result tend to be high earners, good
providers, and thoughtful investors. In response,
1's see money as a means to fulfill their
responsibilities, take care of others, and reward
for providing quality services and having worked
hard in their life. Money is also becomes a
means of freedom, giving to others and
enjoyment.

Signs of Reacting Around $ Signs of Responding Around $

Why Blue Chip Investors
RESPOND

Money becomes means to freedom
Less questioning and second-guessing
Execution on long-term strategy
Charitable and giving
Able to make non-essential purchases
Spend on experiences & fun
Faith in future earnings and returns

Excessive speculation
Uncontrollable worry
Become obsessive-compulsive over
expenditures
Fearful and overly cautious
Unable to make decisions
Second-guessing &repetitive 
 questioning

Martha Stewart demonstrates
the best, and briefly the
worst, of the Enneagram 1.
She built an empire on an
attention to detail,
methodical and replicable DIY
systems, and an elegance
which feels a cut above the
rest. However, for a period of

Martha Stewart Elon Musk
Elon Musk is the
quintessential Enneagram
One (although he is often
argued to be a 5). He is
principle-driven, detail
oriented and methodical.
He is known to be
extremely angry at times

The power of the Enneagram is that it doesn't merely describe the way we appear on the surface or how
we present ourselves to the world, but what's underneath, our motivation, or our why. Here are core
components of the why that drives Blue Chip Investors

 time she lost her way, losing connection with her
guiding principles and better judgment, resulting in
her prison sentence. However, through taking
responsibility, and tenacityshe found her way back.

when others don't measure up to his standards, a
perfectionist that often drives others to the limits.
His most recent purchase, Twitter, and the process
he went through to get it was very idealistic and
principle driven, just like 1s. 3

 Perfectly Imperfect 1s



Financial Fundamentals

Conservative Growth

INVESTMENT STRATEGY

Medium-High Earners
Low Spenders

Earning & Spending

Budgeting & Savings
Average-High Budgeting

High Savings

Money Stress & Motivation
High Stress

High Motivation

Risk & Reactivity

Low Risk Tolerance
High Reactivity

Goals & Process

Average Goal Setting
High Process

One's need structure and order, particularly around
something as chaotic and unpredictable as finances.

One's are integrity-based and will want their
finances and financial advisor to reflect this. 

They are conservative by nature but not necessarily
cheap. They simply want to be responsible and have
enough to pay their way or take care of others, but when
they spend, they spend on quality.

 One-ish Companies

SpaceX has been able to
compete with, and
surpass NASA, due to an
unwavering commitment
to ideals and unwavering
attention to detail

Rolex embodies the
One's precision,
quality and elegance
is unmatched and
timeless.

Tesla, another Musk
company, is all about
precision, perfection
and improving the
world through reducing
carbon emissions.

The Container Store has
Enneagram 1 written on
every categorized bin, in
every meticulously designed
aisle of this multi-billion
dollar container. 4

Order

Integrity

Frugal

They are detail-obsessed and will want this reflected in
all aspects of their finances and communications. 

Details

Ones want balance and will seek this in their finances and
financial investments, not comfortable with too much, but
equally uncomfortable with too little. 

Balance

They are black-and-white thinkers and will want
investments they can wrap their heads around. 

Concrete

Ones believe money must be worked for and you must work
hard. Passive income is a foreign concept and borders on
unearned, therefore, undeserved.

Hard Work & Honesty

FINANICAL OVERVIEW

"Wealth is not to feed our egos but to feed the hungry."
-Andrew Carnegie

Financial Beliefs



The Blue Chip Investor will tend to be higher earners with high net worth. They
tend to be more educated than most of the other types, conservative in nature,
and probably stick with their profession of choice for a longer period of time
than most. In a former era, they were the "IBM man," who spent his career at
one company and retired with an expensive watch and a healthy 401k. They
are often driven by a deep need to be responsible, "do the right thing," and are
the most modest of all Enneagram types. This will translate into a slow-and-
steady-wins-the-race mentality. The only reason they aren't a tier 1 investor is
that they have a lot of conflict around the inherent goodness or morality around
money as well as not wanting to be perceived as greedy or corrupt. As a result
they hit a financial glass ceiling which is often hard to break through. 

Earning

One of the higher earners
Earning outpaces spending
Highly educated &
professionally qualified
Most likely to remain in the
same profession or with the
same company throughout
their career

Average-High Earning

Hillary Clinton Michelle Obama Jane Fonda

Blue Chip Investors are the most likely of all types to save and one
of the least likely to spend. They want to be responsible,
charitable, and good providers and save for a rainy day instead of
splurging for the moment or buying the newest gadgets or toys.
When they treat themselves, 1's spend the most on travel (their 7
Line) and clothing (their 4 Line), and when they do buy, they like
quality. They are also the type most likely to spend on fitness and
wellness as they tend to take good care of themselves, stemming
from their innate anxiety, need to be in control of their life, and
desire to be responsible stewards, sticking around as long as
possible to take care of their family and community.

The most likely of all types to save
Deep concerns over not having enough
High spending on necessities but also on
experiences and quality items of self-
expression
Naturally charitable and philanthropic
Need encouragement to spend on
luxuries
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Spending
Low Spending

Blue Chip Investors are the top three most likely types to stress about
money (1,5,6) and the most inclined to worry they are not being
responsible enough with their finances. Most types feel their biggest
money stressor is spending too much when they shouldn’t; however, 1s
stress most about having enough for long-term responsibilities such as
retirement or their kids’ education. They are motivated to make money as
an expression of their character and fulfillment of their commitments and
ideals. Money is a pathway to living out their values of doing what is right
and not doing what is wrong. However, they also stress about having too
much as it can look like they are hoarding, miserly or corrupt. 

 One-ish Female Trailblazers

Clinton is one of
the female political
pioneers of our
generation.
Although she may
not have won her
presidential bid,
she wields the
influence of a
former president

Michelle Obama
continues to rank
as one of the
most important
"political figures"
of all time with
her rock solid
integrity,
principles and
modesty

Jane Fonda is
not only an
accomplished
actress, but a
business mogul
and most of all a
pioneer activist
with unwavering
principles, values
& idealismNet worth: 

$70 million

Net worth: 
$200 million

Net worth: 
$120 million

Financial FundamentalsFinancial Behaviors

One of most likely types to stress
Stress in particular around
retirement, kid's education...
Stress around not having enough,
but also having too much
Highly motivated to save
Highly motivated to be charitable
 

Money Stress & Motivation
High Stress & High Motivation



Budgeting & Savings

 However, it may prove
overwhelming, causing them
stress 
They can become
perfectionistic, focused on
the wrong details
Also, keep in mind they may
resist speculating on the
future as its another thing
they don't control
Help them get back to "good
enough"

Blue Chip Investors are one of the
more likely types to be able to
create a budget and stick to it.

Above Average Budgeting

Goals & Process

They care more about the
process and the details of
arriving at the goals
They are present-focused and
resist looking toward future
goals  
They live with a lot of worry and
goals may trigger their fears
They can be so focused on
compliance they don't look up

Although 1s are goal-driven, they
surprisingly reluctant to do so as...

Average Goal-setting
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Savings for their family
and future generations
Rainy day fund
They may need help
spending and living more
than saving and being
responsible

Ones are natural savers,
perhaps the most likely type
to save for retirement

High Savings

Risk & Reactivity

They are risk-averse as they
want to be in control and like
to leave little to chance
They don't like to be in the
dark, need lots of details, and
want to mitigate risk as much
as possible
They may prefer lower returns
if it means safe and secure 

Blue Chip Investors live with much
anxiety and can look like 6s in this
way. 

Low Risk Tolerance

 One-ish Investment Strategies

They are one of the most
reactive types
They get anxious when they  
don't know what's
happening
They become passive
aggressive 
 They bounce from overly
cautious to disinterested
and neglectful

 Reactive 1s can be extremely
volatile, although they may
attempt to hide or not even
know they are reactive (but
you'll know). 

High Reactivity

They need to understand
what's happening and why
it's happening
They  want to be kept in the
loop as much as possible.
They'll want details and to
understand nuances
They'll appreciate
communication, the more
the better as long as it helps
them feel supported and
secure

Blue Chip Investors are one of
the highest process types.
During volatile times...

High Process

One's will need a diversified
portfolio to spread out risk,
rather than concentrating
investments into a few stocks.

You really can't be too conservative
with them. Bonds, CDs, Mutual Funds,
precious metals, real estate... they
would rather miss a market surge
than experience a market meltdown.

In addition to Blue Chip
stocks, provide for them
benchmarks like comparing to
S&P and other ways they can
get perspective.

Diversified
Portfolio

Conservative
Investments

Benchmark
Comparisons



WEALTH 360 
Phase 2 Supplement: Instincts & Subtypes
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The Self-Preservation Instinct
(SP) is our instinctual reaction
to protect and secure
ourselves, ensuring that we
have what we need physically,
materially, and psychologically
to be comfortable and survive.
Here are some basic ways it
shows up...

The Sexual Instinct (SX) is our
instinctual reaction to not only
stay alive, but to perpetuate
ourselves. This may take the
form of reproduction, but is a
deeper drive to perpetuate our
energy, ideas and influence.
Here are some basic ways it
shows up...

The Social Instinct (SO) is our
instinctual reaction to survive
through our connection to
others, relationship to the group
and safety of the tribe. SO
orients us towards social
interactions and group
dynamics. Here are some ways it
shows up 

Do we have enough?
Invest in what the group/herd
needs to survive
Finances are a means to form
social connections & bonds
Money is a means for me to
seek meaning in other areas
Financial inequities need to
be addressed
Personal risk is acceptable,
but not if it hurts the group
I need to be a good steward
of resources and group
sustainability

SO Instincts
 

Do I have enough to attract you?
Spend on things that make me
more attractive
Money is a means to making a
connection or forming a bond
Finances are a way to prove
myself or show my power
Taking risks is part of wealth
creation
Money allows me to experience
the energy of life
Money is a  means to protect
whats mine, defend or conquer
I need to expend resources

SX Instincts
 

Do I have enough to survive?
Spare no expense when it
comes to my body, health and
wellness
Invest into physical safety and
security
Money means I can provide for
my material needs & comforts 
Risk is not part of the financial
process I'm comfortable with
Money is a means to
autonomy and self-sufficiency
I need to conserve resources

SP Instincts
 

Refer To The Defy Your
Number  Program

Phase 2: Own Your
Number

When The Instinct Meets Money...



Countertype

SO1s strive to perfect the world by
becoming exemplars of whatever principles
and virtues they hold as the ideal. They are
extremely disciplined, cause-driven, and
idealistic. In reaction, they slip from teacher
to preacher and can become self-righteous
and controlling. In response, they become
accepting and compassionate, among the
most idealistic, charismatic, and influential
of any type.

Enneagram 1 Subtypes
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SP1 is the true perfectionist, longing to
perfect themselves as their pathway to
perfecting the world. They are driven by
principles, grounded in values, and
committed to integrity. In reaction, they get
stuck in worry, obsess over details, and
become self-critical. In response, they are
accepting and compassionate, stand firm in
their values, and live their lives with integrity.

 THE PROMISEKEEPER INVESTOR

SX1 is the most intense, passionate, and
idealistic of all 1s, directing their desire for
perfection outward onto other people,
systems, or circumstances. In reaction,
they can be self-righteous,
unapproachable, and extremely critical. In
response, SX1s work through their anger,
become more compassionate, inspire
others to better themselves with their
commitment to excellence.

THE IDEALIST INVESTOR

 THE TEACHER INVESTOR

Most perfectionistic
Warmest
Most pleasing
Most self-critical
Most anxious
Most dutiful

D
if

fe
re

nt
ia

to
rs Most charming

Most personal
Most passionate
Most captivating
Most other-oriented
Most critical

D
if

fe
re

nt
ia

to
rs Most principled

Most driven
Most intellectual
Most idealistic
Hardest to type
Most charismatic

Although there are 9 basic Enneagram types, each number is filtered through the
energy of the 3 Core Instincts (SP, SX, SO), resulting in 27 actual types or subtypes.
Even though all subtypes of a respective Enneagram number are similar in
motivation, they might be expressed quite differently. One of these subtypes
(different for each number) is known as the countertype because it tends to go
against the nature of that type, making it appear very different than the others.
Simply put, your subtype is your Core Type + your Core Instinct.
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Most frugal
Necessity purchases
Best savers
Conservative
investments
Long-term strategy
Best budgeters
Risk averse

D
if

fe
re

nt
ia

to
rs

Lowest earners
Highest spenders
Most impulsive
Luxury purchases
Risk tolerant
Most confident
they'll meet their
needs

Financial

Financial

D
if

fe
re

nt
ia

to
rs Highest earners

Most conflicted
around wealth
Most charitable
Luxury purchases
for others
Least motivated
by money

Financial



SP (Self-Preservation) 

THE PROMISEKEEPER INVESTOR
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Moderate earners 
Most money conscious
Most anxious around $
Most conservative with $
Most frugal  & live within means
Most risk-averse with $
Least likely to spend on luxuries
Most likely to budget
Pay off debt
Properly generous

SP1s are the most self-oriented of the 1s,  making sure their
physical needs are met. They will spend a lot on matters related
to their health and wellness, along with basic comforts. However,
they are less focused on niceties or luxuries as they don't want to
be excessive, with the caveat of spending on experiences which
they need as an outlet for their anxiety. They are the most frugal
subtype, and tend to be hard on themselves, believing they must
work hard to be good. As a result, they are consistently high
earners, although they have a ceiling to their earning capacity as
they  are not the most ambitious type, and also have a lot of
conflict around money and appearances - not wanting to be
perceived as immoral or overly focused on money.

Earning & Spending

SP1 is most likely to appreciate a budget and pay attention to
bookkeeping details, pay their bills on time, and save. They
simply want to feel like they are in control and be in a position
to best control others. They are the savers of this type,
thinking more in terms of the future and a long-range strategy.
They tend to have a plan of where they want to get to and are
usually prepared to do what it takes and sacrifice in the
present to fulfill their dreams of the future.

Budgeting & Saving

Investing & Allocation

Most likely to budget
Highest saver
Long-term planners
Most likely to sacrifice to fulfill
their financial goals
Most critical of themselves
when fail to meet budget
goals

SP1 is in it for the long haul and will want to take care of their family
and responsibilities. They'll want plenty of life insurance and other
responsible investments. Likely, they'll want to pay down debt as soon
as possible, stay away from anything that appears to be extravagant
or unnecessary luxury as they care deeply about appearing to be be
frugal and in alignment with their core values. They may elect to put as
much away for retirement as possible, and often errs on the side of
overly cautious and conservative so be prepared in helping them find
a balance between conservative investments and allocating enough
towards growth. They will also need your guidance in finding that
balance overall around, philanthropic giving, spending on practical
needs, but also the need to spurge on luxury items and plenty of
vacations which speak to SP1 deeply.

Will want to allocate a
lot toward retirement
funds
Most conservative E1
investor 
Anxious around
speculative investments
Pay off debt
Cautious, long-term
strategy
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SX1s are the least likely to appreciate a budget or pay attention to
bookkeeping details, pay their bills on time, and save. They are far
more interested in living life than getting caught up in the minutiae
of their finances and will expect their financial planner to tell them
what they need to know. They tend to be the most impulsive of the
1s and need to stand guard against dipping into their savings. In
general, SX1s will be less interested in wealth building compared to
SP1s and more interested in living life to the fullest so budgeting and
savings may prove to be a challenge for this subtype. However, in
the end, SX1s are survivors, confident in their ability to provide for
their needs and survive.

SX1s tend is the most likely 1 to be the non-breadwinner in a
relationship, focused on tending to their partner, family, or
taking care of elderly parents. Often they are with someone
who is likely able to keep pace with the SX1's spending,
which is one of the highest of all types. SX1s want to be in
the flow of life and experience all it has to offer, so they are
more likely to spend on experiences, nice things, and what
the other 1s might deem "luxury" items. They are more
aesthetically aware than the others and will splurge on the
extras. SX1 is the most impulsive 1, and this comes from
them also being the most emotional around money as well. 

Earning & Spending

Budgeting & Saving

Probably the non-breadwinner in a
relationshiip
Highest spenders as it impresses
and secures bonds
Extravagant around money as a
form of attraction & seduction
Aggressive around money as a path
to breaking boundaries
Risk tolerant, ready to achieve and
succeed"

Financial  Overview
THE IDEALIST INVESTOR

SX1s will be less focused on long-term, retirement and more focused
on here and now, living to the fullest and having freedom to do what
they want (more 7 than others). They are the most risk tolerant of the
1s and will expect that their investments are on the higher-risk/reward
side than the rest. They will appear far more confident around money
than the other 1s, and most likely will be critical around finances, and
outspoken, particularly when triggered around money. If they turn it
on you, their financial professional, don't take it personally. Help
remind them that no one is perfect, and certainly, when it comes to
finances, it can be a messy process and inexact science at times. 

Investing & Allocation

Shorter term investments
Most risk-tolerant of 1s
Will want more aggressive
portfolio
The most critical 1 and
probably will express this
to their financial planner

Leas likely to budget
Resistant to saving
Most impulsive 1s
Want liquidity to be
able to live freely
Highly confident they'll
be able to get their
financial needs met



SO (Social)

THE PRINCIPLED INVESTOR
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RELEASE LINE

SO1s spending is more focused on the group than themselves. They
want to be philanthropic, but also have a highly curated image
around being good, and giving away money is important so as not to
be seen as miserly or corrupt. They may have a harder time saving
for this reason, and if they are in debt they may feel shame more
than others causing them not ask for help. They don't want to
stockpile money and are pretty confident that they can always earn
more, as they are usually in solid paying professions and positions.

SO1s want to be responsible in the social arena so they'll probably
pay attention to a budget and their finances. They struggle with
money from a morality level, not wanting to look corrupt or greedy to
others, and will need encouragement to save. If it involves others, like
taking a vacation, they are more apt to care about the details.

Budgeting & Saving

Highest earning 1
Least likely 1 to hoard
Most likely to be charitable
Most critical of finances and
conflicted around morality
and money
Least interested in money
Most likely to need a financial
planner

SO One will want to pay off debt before investing. They tend to
be wary of stocks that feel risky or speculative. They struggle
between being responsible for the future as they tend to focus
on the practicalities o the present. However, more than others
they'll want social considerations like visible philanthropy to be
factored in. Stay away from excess wealth building for
appearance's sake, but you can bury it in a long term,
conservative approach where it won't show up for them in a day
to day way. Passive income is a foreign concept as it feels
unearned and therefore undeserved.

Investing & Allocation

Philanthropic giving
ECG Investments
Ambivalent around
passive income
Steer clear of
speculative or risky
investments

Earning & Spending

Able to budget and save
if presented as means
to responsibility
Reluctant around wealth
accumulation as it may
feel indulgent or
immoral



WEALTH 360 
Phase 3 Supplement: Communication

Refer To The Defy Your
Number  Program

Phase 3: Live Your
Number

Frequency: Frequent & Prompt 

Ones need regular communication and contact. However, this is
mitigated when they feel a clear, methodical, and responsible system is
in place, and they know what's expected of them.

Process: Methodical & Complete
Ones do not function well in chaos, the unfamiliar, or anywhere they
don't know or buy into the rules. They need methodical, thoughtful,
and complete systems, and if they have this they will thrive.

Intensity: Harnessed Intensity
Ones are intense, they just don't always know it or explicitly show
it, particularly around anger. They tend to repress it, in which case
it often comes out indirectly or passive-aggressively.

Need clear methodology
Need systems & structure
Be thorough
Be exact

Regular Communication
Be on time
Be honest
Doesn't need to be long 

Be calm
Be direct
Be careful not to criticize
Be forgiving if they are
critical

Time Orientation: Present Needs

Ones are focused on the present moment where details abound.
They are masters of getting things done at the moment,
sometimes failing to see it in a larger context.

They have a hard time with
the future - focused more
on the present
Speak to their needs in the
moment and alleviating
pressure & worries

Communication Style: Clear & Compliant

Ones orient themselves toward the world by being compliant, checking
tasks off their lists, and controlling the process with the utmost of
clarity. 

They need clear
checklists 
They'll want to be
compliant to you and the
financial plan

Speak To: Values

Ones orient themselves toward their values, making sure that what
they believe, say, and do are in perfect alignment and expressed
precisely in their work and the world. 

Speak to principles and
values
Need to feel their financial
planner knows right from
wrong
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The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#8Tier 3: The Passive Investor

The Legacy Investor

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 

Below average earning
Average savings
Unmotivated by money
Generational wealth focus
Control of household expenses
Often not primary bread-winner
Tend towards lower-paying helping
professions
Extremely generous/philanthropic

The Legacy Investor is ranked #8 overall in
the WEALTH 360 financial rankings. Here
are some defining factors contributing to
their placement:

Most 
Philanthropic

Most
Family

Focused

Most Likely
To Be A

Conscious
Capitalist

Most Likely
To Be Married

To High
Earner

Most Likely 
 To Inherit

Wealth or Be
Executor



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#1Tier 1: The Engaged Investor

The Growth Investor

Highest 
Earner

Biggest
Spender

Tied For
Most Likely
To Be CEO

Most
Financially 
Motivated

Most Likely
To Be A

White Collar
Crimial

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with their
finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager to
invest, or hands-on with their finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 

The Highest Earners
The Most Financially Motivated
The Fiscally Savvy
Disciplined Investors
High-Risk Tolerance
Low Need For Communication

The Motivated Investor is ranked #1 overall
in the WEALTH 360 financial rankings. Some
defining factors in their placement are: 



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#9Tier 3: The Passive Investor

The Alternative Investor

Sporadic Earners
Low Savers
High Spenders
Less Than Fiscally Responsible
Highly Reactive
Hard To Predict Financial Behavior
Unmotivated By Money

The Alternative Investor is ranked #9
overall in the WEALTH 360 financial
rankings. Here are some defining factors
contributing to their placement:

Lowest
Earner

Least
Motivated By

Money
 

Least Likely
To Be CEO

Most In Need
of  A Financial

Advisor 

Most Likely To
Be Millionaire
From Selling

Their Art

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#5Tier 2: The Average Investor

The Conservative Investor

High Earners
High Savers
Fiscally Responsible
Financially Literate
Financially Conservative 
Not As Motivated By Money As Tier 1
Not As Consistent As Enneagram 1

The Conservative Investor is ranked #5
overall in the WEALTH 360 financial
rankings. Here are some defining factors
contributing to their placement:

Top Tier 
Saver

Top Tier
Earner

Most Likely
To Be CTO

 Most Literate 
Investor

Least
Charitable

Type

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#6Tier 2: The Average Investor

The Defensive Investor

Average Earners
Average Savers
Fiscally Responsible
Financially Motivated
Risk Avoidant
Compliant and loyal 
Diligent and cautious
Long-term strategy

The Conservative Investor is ranked #5
overall in the WEALTH 360 financial
rankings. Here are some defining factors
contributing to their placement:

Asks The
Most

Questions

Changes
Mind The

Most

Most Likely
To Be COO

Most
Consistent &
Loyal Client

Most Likely To
Call You
During A

Market Sell-off

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#3Tier 1: The Engaged Investor

The Speculative Investor

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 

High earners
High spenders
Low savers
Financially motivated
Low fiscally responsiblity
Risk tolerant
Not cautious
Not diligent

The Speculative Investor is ranked #3
overall in the WEALTH 360 financial
rankings. Here are some defining factors
contributing to their placement:

Most
Resilient &
Adaptable

Runner-up,
Most Likely
To Succeed

Most Likely
To Be An

Entrepreneur

Most Likely
To Drop Out
of College &

Create A
Startup

Most Likely
To Declare
Bankruptcy



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#2Tier 1: The Engaged Investor

The Power Investor

Second
 Highest 
Earner

Runner Up: 
Top Spender

Tied For
Most Likely
To Be CEO

First Place:
Risk

Tolerance

Most Likely
To Initiate A

Hostile
Takeover

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 

High Earners
High Spenders
Average Savers
Financially motivated (not like 3s)
Average fiscal responsibility
High Risk Tolerant
Financially reactive and impulsive

The Power Investor is ranked #32overall
in the WEALTH 360 financial rankings.
Here are some defining factors
contributing to their placement:



The Defy Your Number
ENNEAGRAM SYSTEM

WEALTH 360 Supplement

Financial Tier Financial Ranking
#7Tier 3: The Passive Investor

The Speculative Investor

Easiest 
Client

Widest
Spectrum of

Earning
Power

Most Likely
To Be

President of
U.S.

Most
Financially 
Enigmatic 

Most Humble
Millionaire

Tier 1: Engaged Investors: The most
motivated by money, hands-on with
their finances, and eager to invest.
Tier 2: Average Investors: Investors who
are able and willing but not necessarily
motivated by money or investing.
Tier 3: Passive Investors: Investors who
are neither motivated by money, eager
to invest, or hands-on with their
finances.

The WEALTH 360 system consists of three
basic financial tiers. All of the enclosed
information about each Enneagram type is
factored into their placement. 

Average earners
Average spenders
Average savers
Below-average financial motivation
Average fiscal responsibility
Average risk tolerance
Average compliance
Below - average fiscal literacy

The Power Investor is ranked #7 overall in
the WEALTH 360 financial rankings. Here
are some defining factors contributing to
their placement:


